Student Spotlight

Michael Balderson double bass
Sharon Case french horn
Ying Chai violin
Jin Shan Dai violin
Irina Gruia violin
Martin Gueorguiev cello
Jan Hana bassoon
Ying Huang piano
Nelly Juarez french horn
Irena Momchilova viola
Catherine Morris clarinet
Dimitar Petkov viola
Bethany Schoeff oboe
Jessica Sherer, flute
Ming-Zhe Wang clarinet
Xia Le Zhan cello
Xiaohu Zhou bassoon

7:30 p.m. April 25, 2000
Recital Room
PROGRAM

Sonata .................................................. Gabriel Faure
   Allegro molto                              (1845-1924)
   Jin Shan Dai  violin                       Tao Lin  piano

Ballade No. 4 ....................................... Frederic Chopin
   Ying Huang  piano                         (1810-1849)

Quintet for Clarinet and Strings .... Johannes Brahms
   Adagio                                    (1833-1897)
   Ming-Zhe Wang  clarinet                   Ying Chai  violin
   Jin Shan Dai  violin                      Irena Momchilova  viola
   Ming-Zhe Wang  clarinet                   Ying Huang  piano
   Jin Shan Dai  violin                      Ying Chai  violin
   Ming-Zhe Wang  clarinet                   Irena Momchilova  viola
   Martin Gueorguiev  cello

INTERMISSION

Sextet ................................................ Francis Poulenc
   Jessica Sherer  flute                     (1899-1963)
   Bethany Schoeff  oboe                     Ming-Zhe Wang  clarinet
   Nelly Juarez  french horn                 Jan Hana  bassoon
   Ying Huang  piano                         Ying Huang  piano

Septet ............................................... Ludwig Van Beethoven
   Adagio, Allegro con brio                  (1770-1827)
   Adagio Cantabile                         Dimitar Petkov  viola
   Menuetto and Trio                        Michael Balderson  double bass
   Irina Gruia  violin                      Sharon Case  french horn
   Xia Le Zhan  cello                       Catherine Morris  clarinet
   Xiaohu Zhou  bassoon